
5 minute Standing Meditation Guide 
This is a qigong stance practice to restore vitality, 

heal the body and build internal strength!  

This standing meditation is called Zhan Zhuang which means ‘pole standing’ and is a form of internal 

martial arts. It is an effortless qigong exercise which stabilises the body and balances energy within. 

Chi, or vital energy, is gathered from the earth and ether by standing in a 

relaxed posture, concentrating the mind and breathing well. 

The Art of Zhan Zhuang

“Maybe you are searching among the branches, 
 for what only appears in the roots.” 

                                                                                  ~ Rumi 

Chinese and Indian spiritual traditions both agree on energy as rising and circulating around the body. 

This practice allows you to return to your centre, your root; your essence and is therefore referred to 

as 'standing like a tree'. It also improves body alignment. 

 

Practice it daily for 5 minutes! Even 2 minutes a day is good. See if you can build up to 5 minutes. 

 How: 
   

 ➢ Begin by standing in an empty posture – arms hanging gently by your sides, feet shoulder width       

     apart, soft bend in the knees and chin drawn slightly in. 

 ➢ Keep your spine and chest upright, pelvis neutral and weight distributed evenly between your feet.

 ➢ Consciously begin to relax each part of your body. Practice abdominal breathing; allow the belly to     

     rise and fall with every inhale and exhale. Become aware of your mind. Centre it. 

 ➢ Visualise yourself as a tree rooted down into the ground. Allow your body to sway to begin with; go     

      with the flow, you’re playing with gravity! 

 ➢ Option here, when you feel rooted, to lift your arms parallel to your chest as if you were hugging a       

      tree. Palms facing inward. 

 ➢ Rest in this stance with eyes closed or softly gazing downward.

Keep a diary to notice any positive changes in your mind, body, spirit 
and emotions in the weeks to come! 

Begin!
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